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• Setting muons in their context, which in this
case means a historical context!

• Muons were originally mis-identified.  An
important lesson in the history of science!
“History always repeats itself; it has to,  no-one listens.”

• Muons were first studied in cosmic rays; now
produced in large accelerators

I.I. Rabi (1898-1988) - on the discovery of the muon:

      “Who ordered that?”
How to
detect
ionising
radiation

Father Theodor Wulf  (Jesuit priest)    1911 

More radiation here  (300m from ground)

…than here
And also more
than here
(300m from
tower in a
horizontal direction)

Victor F. Hess  (1883-1964)

Nobel prize 1936
(balloon flights 1911-1913)



Robert A. Millikan  (1868-1953)

Oil drop
experiment

founded
Caltech

first used the 
term “cosmic
rays”

(music of the
spheres)

….but to
really make
progress, you
need…..

… a research
student!

Robert Millikan 
- Nobel Prize 1923

his PhD student:
Carl D. Anderson
- Nobel Prize 1936
(shared with Hess)

Carl D. Anderson
(1905-1991)

discovered positron in 1931

and in 1936
with Seth Neddermeyer
discovered a particle
called

the MESOTRON

mass ~ 200 me



Bruno Rossi 
lifetime of “mesotron”= 2.15(7) microseconds (1942)

It is a dangerous thing...

…when experiments agree with

theory

Hideo Yukawa (1907-1981) 
        Nobel prize 1949

Marcello Conversi

(1917-1988)

R=8.314
Muons STOP in a sample 

- they do not diffract, or reflect



Conversi, Pancini, Piccioni experiments (1947)

Results of the experiment to implant cosmic ray muons
in matter and measure their lifetime:

µ+ in anything      2 µs
µ- in C                  2 µs
µ- in Pb                0.07 µs

hence, mesotrons (muons) are
not interacting strongly enough 
to be Yukawa’s particle!

Reason for µ- interaction:  µ- capture      µ- + p  > n + !µ

(radius of µ- orbit   is   ~ (me/mµ) x radius of e- orbit)
so the µ- occupies an orbit close to the nucleus, and

sees the full +Ze charge on nucleus)

Cecil Powell   (1903-1969)

1947 - discovered the pion

Bristol University

Nobel Prize 1950

pion mass  139.6 MeV
muon mass 105.7 MeV

The method appeared so
simple that “even a
theoretician might be able
to do it.” (Heitler to
Powell, 1937)

STEP 1:

Derivation:



STEP 2:

implantation 4

STEP 3:     decay

2.2 µs

"e=#eBe

"p=#pBp

"µ=#µBµ



In the presence of magnetic order, muons
sense the internal magnetic field in a material,

measured at the muon stopping site. 

In the presence of magnetic order, muons
sense the internal magnetic field in a material,

measured at the muon stopping site. 

The muon spin precession frequency, "µ=2!!µ, 

is given by

"µ=#µBµ.

This allows us to follow the temperature dependence
of the magnetic order.

Richard L. Garwin    Leon Lederman

“How we violated parity in a
weekend .. and discovered
God”



“I cannot believe
God is a weak
left-hander”

Wolfgang Pauli
(1900-1958)

Muon decays into a positron:

Positron decay is asymmetric with respect to the
initial muon-spin polarization because of parity
violation (weak interaction)

(see S.J. Blundell, Contemp. Phys. 40, 175 (1999))

The lab



µSR and ordered organic

ferromagnets and antiferromagnets

Ferromagnet

Antiferromagnet

S. J. Blundell et al. Europhys. Lett. 31, 573 (1995); Physica B 289, 115 (2000)

µSR and ordered organic

ferromagnets and antiferromagnets

S. J. Blundell et al. Europhys. Lett. 31, 573 (1995); Physica B 289, 115 (2000)

Why muons?

Susceptibility is a bulk measurement
measures “volume-averaged” magnetic
properties.

Muon-spin rotation is a local measurement
measures magnetic properties at a local level

or

Uniformly weakly magnetic         Non-magnetic, with strongly
                                                      magnetic impurities

Susceptibility gives average information and therefore
can give the same response for the situations sketched
above (hence many false claims of room temperature 
organic ferromagnetism…)

µSR gives local information and therefore can distinguish

between these two situations.

Muon spin precession
Summary


